What is Communism?

A Rothschild Invention
by Charla Shamhart

Most people have little idea what COMMUNISM is.
It is the planned destruction of morality, religion, knowledge and
God's order. Instead these noble goals are substituted with the
promotion of depravity, focusing on sex, especially perverted sex,
various forms of economic, mental and emotional slavery, a denial
that God exists and total submission to the State, which spies on all
actions and behaviors of citizens through all media and means
possible. It also includes seizure of all wealth and resources by the
State.
It promotes destruction of the family, forcing mothers out of homes
into the workplace or onto public assistance with children being
raised by government-sanctioned childcare providers and receiving
government mandated medical procedures with which the parents
may disagree. It encourages divorce and women having children
(that are not aborted) by multiple partners instead of celebrating a
traditional, religious-based family unit.
It includes education about politically correct subjects such as the
LGBT agenda, 'sex education' that includes perverted sex, dumbeddown schools, curricula designed to make students feel stupid
rather than actually teaching subjects of value designed to engender
critical thinking. It includes abortion on demand with the goal of
killing as many babies as possible, including those ready to be born.
It celebrates medical procedures that maim and kill while milking
taxpayers to pay for these ills created by the pharmaceutical-medical
profession and by devitalized, un-natural foods that cause chronic
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illnesses that need to be expensively 'managed', but which
eventually kill people needlessly. It promotes use of drugs both
legal and illegal.
It teaches that God does not exist; that humans can do what they
will with no remorse or consequences for any kind of behavior as
long as their actions do not challenge State supremacy and
hierarchy.
It promotes enslavement of people through usury (compound
interest) that can never be paid back, leading to perpetual economic
slavery.
Control is exercised through central, top-down, one-size-fits-all
planning of people's lives economically, physically, mentally and
emotionally.
The Christian religion has been especially targeted, as it is based on
enumerated laws of conduct that follow God's law and create order
and stability in society, but other religions will also be expunged.
Then, as directed by Karl Marx's Communist Manifesto,
Communism mandates the outright killing of all who disagree with
this hedonistic, debased philosophy based on man-made law, not
God's law as well as those who are no longer 'useful'. Note that
Marx was related to the Zionist Rothchild bankers who subsidized
the development and implementation of his (and their) ideology of
evil with the goal of developing a one world government where all
national borders are dissolved and humans are managed as
'resources'.
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